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The amendment of agricultural soils by crushed silicate minerals has been 
proposed to enhance weathering rates and facilitate carbon dioxide (CO2) 
removal from the atmosphere. Laboratory dissolution experiments typically 
provide weathering rates that are significantly higher than those observed under 
natural conditions, while field studies are limited in the nature of data they can 
collect. This study uses an experimental setup that aims to emulate natural field 
conditions in a controlled setting using soil cores retrieved from UK cropland 
amended with crushed olivine at 32°C. Results are compared to enhanced 
weathering experiments run at 4°C and 19°C under otherwise identical 
conditions. The data reveal temperature-dependent variations in the behaviour 
of different elements, most importantly Mg and Si, with silicon being retained at 
moderate temperatures and magnesium being retained at higher temperatures. 
These patterns are most likely due to different retention mechanisms, notably 
Si reprecipitation (e.g. as cation-depleted Si-enriched mineral surface coatings) 
and cation exchange (affecting Mg, but to a lesser degree Si), such that the 
influence of cation exchange should be accounted for when interpreting 
enhanced weathering field data. We therefore recommend that estimates 
of carbon sequestration should not be based on the behaviour of individual 
elements. A temperature effect on the weathering rate of olivine added to soil 
columns is observed with the weathering rate being higher at 32°C than at 19°C 
and 4°C, and significantly lower than laboratory experiment-derived weathering 
rates. This further emphasises the need for enhanced weathering field trials, 
as simple laboratory-derived rates cannot be used to assess the feasibility of 
enhanced weathering measures. The carbon dioxide capture potential at 32°C is 
conservatively estimated at ~115 t CO2 km-2 yr-1 assuming an olivine amendment 
rate of 12.7 kg m-2. Our data suggests that soil accumulation of heavy metals 
like Cu and Cr at high temperatures (hence high weathering rates) is non-
dangerous, however, Ni concentrations in the effluent solution are close to EU 
guidelines while Cr and Cu are considerably lower than guidelines. All of these 
conclusions have implications for the application of enhanced weathering for 
carbon dioxide removal from the atmosphere.
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Introduction

Anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are leading to an 
increase in temperatures due to the greenhouse effect. Current 
predictions clearly show that if emissions remain constant, global 
temperatures will rise 1.5°C within just the next two decades (IPCC, 
2021). Reduction of CO2 emissions is no longer sufficient to meet 
climate goals that were agreed upon in the 2015 Paris Agreement 
(UNFCC, 2015). In addition to deep emission reduction, the rapid 
development and deployment of carbon dioxide removal (CDR) has 
been proposed as a measure to avoid the climate crisis. 100–1,000 
GtCO2 need be removed from the atmosphere by 2100 to restrict 
global warming to 2°C (Psarras et al., 2017; Rockström et al., 2017; 
IPCC, 2022).

On geological timescales, the consumption of CO2 through 
silicate weathering plays the primary role in regulating Earth’s 
atmospheric CO2 concentrations (Walker et al., 1981; Saenger and 
Wang, 2014), and accounts for ~65% of total global chemical 
weathering. Here, the basalt weathering proportion of silicate rock 
weathering amounts from 16.5% (Hartmann et  al., 2009) to 35% 
(Dessert et al., 2003), although basalt covers only ~5% of the land 
surface, as it is more susceptible to weathering in comparison to, e.g., 
felsic rocks such as granite (Suchet and Probst, 1995). The weathering 
of silicate rocks releases base cations and generates alkalinity. 
Weathering products are subsequently transported to the oceans via 
continental runoff (Meybeck, 1987), where they increase ocean 
alkalinity, which causes an increased net CO2 flux into the oceans 
(Renforth and Henderson, 2017). Eventually, those weathering 
products (e.g., bicarbonate, calcium) are locked away in carbonate 
deposits after having been biogenically bound during shell formation 
of marine organisms (Kasting, 2019). At present natural conditions, 
the rate of chemical silicate weathering is slow at ~0.26 GtC y−1 
(equivalent of ~1 GtCO2 yr.−1; Hartmann et  al., 2009). Silicate 
weathering is primarily limited by supply of primary silicates and 
climate-related factors (runoff, temperature etc.; Raymo and 
Ruddiman, 1992; Berner, 2003; West et  al., 2005). Enhanced 
weathering (EW) aims at increasing the availability of fresh, 
weatherable materials by spreading silicate minerals on land (Schuiling 
and Krijgsman, 2006; Köhler et al., 2010; Renforth, 2012; Hartmann 
et  al., 2013; Taylor et  al., 2016), coasts (Hangx and Spiers, 2009; 
Schuiling and de Boer, 2010), or the ocean (Renforth et al., 2013) and 
increasing the weatherable surface of the respective minerals or rocks 
by comminution. Theoretically, smaller grain sizes lead to higher 
dissolution rates; however, additional CO2 emissions may be created 
by the comminution of rock to such grain sizes, which is why the 
quantification of the dissolution and thus sequestration rate is 
necessary (Renforth, 2012). Enhanced weathering is expected to 
be more effective in (sub-)tropical regions with high temperatures and 
precipitation (Hartmann et al., 2013; Taylor et al., 2016; Strefler et al., 
2018). It is hence important to identify processes, e.g., in the soil, that 

may influence the dissolution of silicates and the transport of 
weathering products under such conditions, and whether those 
processes exhibit temperature-dependent behaviour. Yet, those 
complex soil processes that influence weathering are difficult to 
elucidate. For example, the formation of secondary encapsulating and 
passivating silica-rich amorphous layers was found to have a limiting 
effect on weathering (Béarat et  al., 2006; Rigopoulos et  al., 2018; 
Amann et al., 2020; Fuhr et al., 2022) and the effect of cation exchange 
in the context of terrestrial enhanced weathering (EW) measures, 
which represent conditions that are not typically found in nature, is 
uncertain. For example, the timescale of enhanced rock weathering is 
multiple orders of magnitude shorter compared to the naturally 
occurring silicate rock weathering, which has been more thoroughly 
studied in previous research, but tends to already be  at some 
semblance of steady-state. These very rapid timescales could lead to 
other processes becoming important in this context, which do not play 
a significant role over the longer periods of time on which natural 
weathering operates. Weathering rates derived from laboratory studies 
are generally much higher than the rates determined from catchment-
scale measurements (White and Brantley, 2003), and the dissolution 
rates of artificially added silicates have received less attention (Peters 
et al., 2004; ten Berge et al., 2012; Manning et al., 2013; Renforth et al., 
2015). Renforth et al. (2015) used soil columns extracted from an 
agricultural field and operated as lysimeters in the laboratory at 
19°C. This design maintains some of the complexity of soil processes, 
while being able to control material inputs and outputs, as well as 
additional factors such as temperature and precipitation. Pogge von 
Strandmann et al. (2022) later reproduced the experiment at 4°C. Our 
experiment is likewise carried out in the same manner using soil cores 
extracted from the same site at the same time, but now at 32°C, with 
the aim of drawing conclusions on how temperature controls the 
global spatial application of olivine powder as an EW technology, and 
furthermore to constrain whether soil behaviour changes with 
temperature. Moreover, in the context of EW approaches, heavy metal 
pollution (Ni, Cr, Cu) from the amendment rock constitutes one 
major limitation and is thus important to assess, especially as the 
expected faster silicate weathering rates at higher temperatures should 
equally lead to a faster release of soil contaminants. The release of toxic 
heavy metals is hence investigated to determine whether the 
amendment of agricultural lands with olivine in warm climates might 
entail inadvertent hazardous side effects (Haque et al., 2020).

Experimental design

Renforth et al. (2015) extracted soil cores measuring 1 m in length 
and 10 cm in width from an agriculturally used land in North 
Oxfordshire, mounted those cores as lysimeters in a 19°C temperature-
controlled laboratory and amended with 100 g powdered olivine. The 
calcareous soil cores encompass the ploughed layer on top, B and C 
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horizons and parent rock at the bottom, which is constituted of 
fossiliferous Jurassic bioclastic oolitic limestone (the uppermost 
Cornbrash Formation; Powell and Riding, 2016). One core was used 
to determine bulk soil compositions and leachable phases 
(exchangeable fraction, carbonates) by means of XRF and mass 
spectrometry, as well as TOC (total organic carbon) and TIC (total 
inorganic carbon) contents through coulometric carbon analyses. 
These reveal for example the presence of carbonates (through both 
direct analyses and sequential leaching), while the presence of clays 
and quartz is demonstrated by the residual composition after leaching. 
Furthermore, XRD analyses of the post-treatment control column 
show that the soil is mainly composed of quartz in the upper parts of 
the column and calcite in the lower parts of the column, while the 
abundances of muscovite (likely secondary), feldspars and clays are 
generally very low (Supplementary Table  1). Mg and Li isotope 
analyses are reported by Pogge von Strandmann et al. (2021) where 
the latter demonstrate the impact of the exchangeable fraction on 
cation retardation at 19°C, with a potential smaller component of 
secondary mineral formation as well. Renforth et al. (2015) amended 
olivine from Western Norway (Minelco Ltd.). The same olivine was 
used in the 4°C experiment (Pogge von Strandmann et al., 2022) and 
in this experiment at 32°C. This olivine powder was analysed for its 
elemental composition, grain size and surface area using XRF, dry 
sieving and BET surface area analyses, respectively 
(Supplementary Table 2).

In this experiment, two of the cores were set up in a darkened 
room to prevent algal growth in solution containers. The room was 
heated to 32°C and the experiment conducted in the same way as the 
previous experiments at lower temperatures (Figure 1). Besides the 
identification of the influence of temperature on soil behaviour, this 
study also aims to evaluate the effectiveness of enhanced weathering 
in hot, tropical conditions. In this context, it is important to note that 
tropical and temperate soils exhibit distinct characteristics shaped by 
their respective climates. For example, soils in temperate regions tend 
to have a higher organic matter content due to slower decomposition 
rates. This provides, e.g., binding sites for cation exchange. Conversely, 
tropical soils, subjected to warmer and more humid conditions, 

experience rapid organic matter breakdown, generally resulting in 
lower organic content (Brady and Weil, 2016).

A modified Hoagland solution, mimicking rain water and 
fertiliser (Supplementary Table 3), was dripped onto the top of the 
columns at a constant high rate of 15 mL/h for 40 days to allow for 
habituation of the soil exchange complex towards the disequilibrium 
caused by the sudden addition of Hoagland solution. Note that the 
solution we used contained Na, while the solution used by Renforth 
et al. (2015) and Pogge von Strandmann et al. (2022) did not. To one 
of the columns, we added 29.43 g (which equals ~3.7 kg/m2) of olivine 
powder to the top 20 cm, which were thoroughly mixed, while the 
other core was also stirred but no olivine was added and was used as 
control column. In comparison, the highest proposed rate in 
modelling studies is 5 kg/m2 (Taylor et al., 2016) to 15 kg/m2 (Strefler 
et al., 2018). Effluent solutions were periodically collected at the base 
of each core. The experiment was terminated after 79 days as the 
olivine-treated column became impermeable, likely due to the 
swelling of clays at the relatively high temperatures, possibly combined 
with a barrier formed partway down the core by pieces of bedrock.

Methods

Soil samples were extracted from both cores in 10 cm increments 
after the experiment. We  subsequently applied two steps of a 
sequential leaching sequence to the soils of both the experimental and 
control column to extract the exchangeable (in 1 M sodium acetate, 
pH = 8) and the carbonate (in 1 M Acetic Acid, pH = 5) fractions, 
respectively (Tessier et  al., 1979). These can then be compared to 
identical sequential extractions of the pre-reaction core and post-
reaction core of the 19°C experiment (Renforth et al., 2015).

The effluent solutions, exchangeable fractions and carbonate fractions 
were analysed for their major and minor elemental concentrations using 
a Triple Quadrupole 8900 ICP-MS (Agilent Technologies) at Johannes 
Gutenberg University, Mainz, with calibration curves comprised of multi-
element standards. SLRS-6 (National Research Council of Canada) was 
used as a reference material. Long-term analytical reproducibility on this 
instrument is better than ±5%. Less olivine was added to the column in 
this experiment at 32°C than in the lower temperature studies (29.432 g 
vs. 100 g). We use a scaling factor of ~3.398 to ΔXolivine-control in order to be 
able to directly compare the results of our study with those of the previous 
studies conducted at 4°C (Pogge von Strandmann et al., 2022) and 19°C 
(Renforth et al., 2015) due to lower application rates in this study (29.43 g) 
than in the lower temperature studies (100 g). Here, ΔXolivine-control denotes 
the difference between the olivine-treated column’s and control column’s 
concentrations of the respective measured element. This however 
introduces a level of uncertainty, as the different olivine:matrix ratios 
could lead to varying saturation states with respect to a variety of minerals. 
We  thus used PHREEQC v3 (Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013; llnl.dat 
database) to investigate the saturation states of various solid phases in the 
effluent solution samples (Supplementary Table  4). Element 
concentrations of the exchangeable and carbonate fractions obtained 
through sequential leaching are given in Supplementary Table 5. All 
measurements were well above limit of detection. For XRD measurements, 
3 g of preground samples were micronised with 20 mL of cyclohexane in 
an XRD-Mill McCrone (RETSCH) equipped with a set of agate elements. 
The mixture was ground for 7 min to a grain size of <10 μm. Cyclohexane 
was then evaporated in air. X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) was 

FIGURE 1

Schematic of the experimental setup (modified after Renforth et al., 
2015; Pogge von Strandmann et al., 2022).
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recorded using a Seifert XRD 3000 TT with Cu Kα radiation (40 kV, 
30 mA) in Bragg–Brentano configuration (automatic divergence slit, 
irradiated sample width: 10 mm). Each sample was scanned over the 
measuring range 5–60° 2θ at an angular rate of 0.03° 2θ/s and a dwell time 
of 5 s/step. Phases were identified and quantified using the Profex 
(Doebelin and Kleeberg, 2015) software with the Rietveld refinement.

Results

Over the course of the experiment, ~32 L of Hoagland solution 
was drip-fed through the columns. The effluent solution pH values of 
both columns increased because of the consumption of protons 
during weathering processes. The increase is more pronounced in the 
olivine-treated column after an initial drop (Figure 2). Such lowered 
pH during the first days of the experiment is due to olivine-derived 
cations exchanging with protons on negatively charged surface sites in 
the soil, which are then released to solution. After day ~30, the pH of 
the olivine-treated column’s effluent solution increases more strongly 
than that of the control column, possibly because the majority of the 
previously adsorbed H+ was released and the pH increase due to 
olivine weathering becomes noticeable.

Major elements (Mg, Ca, Si)

Figure  3 shows the time series of the major and trace element 
concentrations of the effluent solution. The data was corrected for input 
through the Hoagland solution. Detailed Hoagland solution 
concentrations and concentrations of the effluent solution are reported in 
Supplementary Table  3. After 23 days, magnesium concentrations 
(Figure 3A) of the olivine-treated column (2.17 μg g−1), become lower 
than from the control column (2.29 μg g−1) and decrease continuously. 

Meanwhile control column Mg concentrations increase until day 58 
(2.47 μg g−1), after which they decrease rapidly. Ca concentrations of both 
columns show a general decreasing trend, while control column values 
are higher than those of the olivine-treated column (Figure 3B). Until day 
28, [Si]ol and [Si]ctl are not resolvably different. [Si]ol exceeds [Si]ctl after day 
28 and exhibits an increasing trend until the end of the experiment (max. 
ol concentration 8.03 μg g−1, max. Ctl concentration 4.71 μg g−1), while 
control column concentrations increase only marginally (ol final solution 
6.82 μg g−1, ctl final solution 4.24 μg g−1; Figure 3C).

Trace elements

Effluent Cr concentrations (Figure 3D) of both columns started at 
about 0.40 ng/g and after an initial increase gradually decreased 
towards zero by the end of the experiment. Apart from elevated spikes 
in the control effluent at the start and towards the end of the 
experiment, the olivine treated column had higher Cr concentrations 
than the control. At the end of the experiment both treatments 
approach zero. Ni concentrations (Figure 3E) of the olivine-treated 
column are on average higher than those of the untreated column, and 
show an increasing trend after a spike on day 4 (3.30 ng/g), while 
control column Ni concentrations stay similar throughout the course 
of the experiment (~0.25 ng/g) after an initial spike on day 9 
(2.35 μg/g). Towards the end of the experiment, olivine-treated and 
control column values exhibit the maximum difference on day 74 (ol 
1.81 ng g−1, ctl 0.32 ng g−1). Cu (Figure  3F) likewise shows strong 
fluctuations during the early experimental stages. Afterwards, [Cu]ol 
is continuously higher than [Cu]ctl and effluent solution concentrations 
of both columns increase (final ol 5.03 ng g−1, ctl 2.26 ng g−1).

Geochemical modelling (PHREEQC)

All effluent solutions are undersaturated with respect to olivine 
(forsterite) and oversaturated with respect to clay minerals (kaolinite, 
beidellite, montmorillonite; Figure  4). During the course of the 
experiment, the saturation indices (SI) of both forsterite and clays in 
the olivine-treated column increase relative to those of the control 
column. This can likely be attributed to the increase in pH (Figure 2). 
For instance, SI of forsterite in the olivine-treated column are highly 
correlated with pH (r = 0.99, n = 19). For clays, the additional input of 
olivine-derived weathering products could further contribute to 
higher SI. Importantly, the SI values are very similar to those at 19°C 
(Renforth et al., 2015) and indicate that it is possible to compare the 
experiments, although the absolute amounts of added olivine are less.

XRD

Integrating over the whole column, calcite (43.27%) and quartz 
(39.97%) are the most abundant minerals. Muscovite (5.44%) and 
clays (illite, kaolinite, montmorillonite; 4.97%) are minor constituents 
of the column. Feldspar (anorthoclase, oligoclase, orthoclase) contents 
too are low at 4.65%, as well as pseudorutile (1.13%) and goethite 
(0.57%). Quartz abundance is highest in the uppermost parts of the 
column and decreases with depth. The opposite is observed for calcite, 
which is the major constituent in the lower parts of the soil column as 
the parent rock is oolithic limestone (Supplementary Table 1).

FIGURE 2

Time series of pH in the effluent solutions of both control and 
olivine-treated columns. The shaded areas indicate 1SE.
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Discussion

In the columns, three materials can dissolve and release ions – 
existing soil carbonates, existing soil silicates and in the olivine-treated 
column, the added forsterite. The amended olivine is hence assumed 
to be  the only difference in possible cation source between the 
experimental and control core, as we expect minimal inhomogeneities 
of the soil, given that the cores were extracted within a few metres of 
each other. Note that the elemental values of the effluent solutions 
represent net values, as the weathering products can have different 
fates, meaning that the measured element concentrations might 
be influenced by consumption during secondary mineral formation, 
by sorption processes in the soil (Renforth et al., 2015; Pogge von 
Strandmann et  al., 2021, 2022), or by stabilisation of soil organic 
matter (SOM) through physicochemical protection mechanisms 
(Song et al., 2018; Calabrese et al., 2022).

The sources of Mg

Relationship between magnesium and 
silicon

Figure  5A displays the relationship between silicon and 
magnesium concentrations in the effluent solutions. We observe a 
negative covariation between Mg and Si in the olivine-treated 
column—hence, Mg concentrations are lower when Si concentrations, 
indicative of olivine dissolution, are higher. This is unexpected, as the 
added forsterite (Mg2SiO4) is rich in both Mg and Si. In contrast, at 

19°C, the Si-Mg relationship was positive, and the control and olivine-
treated columns demonstrated a similar slope, while at the same time, 
the olivine core’s effluent solution was more enriched in Mg due to 
additional input of the added olivine and shifted towards more 
positive values (Renforth et  al., 2015). In contrast, the Mg in the 
effluent solution in this experiment cannot be conclusively attributed 
to olivine dissolution. In the control column, Mg and Si do not covary, 
which implies that Mg is only marginally sourced from the dissolution 
of pre-existing silicates.

Furthermore, at 32°C more Si leaves the control column, to which 
we did not add olivine (average [Si] 4.14 μg/g) than at 19°C (average 
[Si] 1.78 μg/g) and 4°C (1.12 μg/g). Possible explanations are that 
higher temperatures result in higher breakdown of primary and/or 
secondary silicates, as also observed during natural weathering 
(Gislason et al., 1996; Stefansson, 2001; Pogge von Strandmann et al., 
2017), or Si is preferentially retained through secondary processes at 
moderate temperatures.

Relationship between magnesium and 
calcium

Figure 5B illustrates the covariation between calcium (Ca) and 
magnesium (Mg) concentrations in the effluent solutions. These 
elements exhibit a co-variation coming from the olivine-treated 
column, implying a common source, most likely attributed to 
dissolving carbonates present in the soil. Conversely, in the control 
column, no discernible co-variation is observed. Furthermore, neither 
the effluent of the olivine-treated nor the control column exhibit a 

FIGURE 3

Column effluent solution time series for major element concentrations (A) Mg, (B) Ca, (C) Si and trace element concentrations (D) Cr, (E) Ni and (F) Cu. 
The error bars indicate 5% analytical uncertainty.
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similar Ca:Mg ratio to the soil carbonates. It is thus reasonable to 
conclude that the similar behaviour in the olivine-treated column is 
not solely due to the dissolution of carbonates, but that further Mg is 

sourced from an additional reservoir. This leaves the exchangeable 
fraction as a prime candidate, which might act both as a cation source 
and cation sink through adsorption–desorption processes.

FIGURE 4

Time series of saturation indices (SI) inferred using PHREEQC v3 and llnl.dat database for clay minerals (beidellite, montmorillonite, kaolinite) and 
forsterite.

FIGURE 5

(A) Shows [Si]effluent vs. [Mg]effluent of both cores. (B) depicts [Ca]effluent vs. [Mg]effluent of both columns. The Ca:Mg ratio of soil carbonates was obtained 
through the sequential leach (Tessier et al., 1979).
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Magnesium mass balance of the control 
column shows the significant role of cation 
exchange

Based on several assumptions, a mass balance of the Mg output 
can be established. Note that it was not possible to draw up the mass 
balance for the olivine-treated column because the concentrations of 
magnesium in the effluent are lower than in the control column. This 
would lead to negative values due to the assumptions made hereafter, 
and implies that the olivine-derived Mg may not reach the effluent 
solution. This is further discussed below. The first assumption is that 
the input-corrected Ca flux from the control column originates from 
the dissolution of carbonates, as demonstrated by Renforth et  al. 
(2015), who found a linear correlation between the Ca concentration 
and the total inorganic carbon (TIC) in the solid phase of the cores. 
Given our discussion below about the influence of the exchangeable 
pool, and that Ca and Mg are similarly mobile (within a factor of 2–3) 
during weathering (e.g., Gislason et al., 1996; Pogge von Strandmann 
et al., 2016), some Ca may also stem from the exchangeable pool, and 
hence cause us to overestimate carbonate dissolution. However, 
especially in a carbonate-dominated core, this is unlikely to be by a 
significant amount, and, for example, Tipper et al. (2021) estimate that 
5% of total particle-borne Ca is in the exchangeable fraction. The 
second assumption is that the input-corrected effluent Si flux from the 
control core can be ascribed to dissolution of already existing silicates. 
The abundance of quartz is assumed to have no effect on the chemical 
composition of the effluent waters due to its very high weathering 
resistance. The measured mean Mg/Ca and Mg/Si ratios of the leached 
carbonate fraction and initial bulk material, respectively, are 
subsequently used to determine the proportion that each phase 
contributes to the material leaving the core in the effluent solution. 
The Mg remaining after correction for pre-existing silicate and 
carbonate dissolution is assumed to derive from the exchangeable 
fraction, i.e., through desorption from negatively charged surface sites. 
In theory, if this mass balance was performed for the olivine-treated 
core, the effluent values unexplained by the dissolution of carbonates, 
silicates and the exchangeable fraction would represent Mg that is 
derived from the dissolution of olivine. The influent solution did not 
contain Mg. The mass balance equation is thus:

 
Mg Mg Mg

Ca
Ca Mg

Si
Siexch

carb bulk
= − 
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 −







 ×











 
(1)

Mgexch is that part of the effluent Mg that is sourced from the 
cation exchange complex, Mg the magnesium flux from the column, 
(Mg/Ca)carb the ratio between magnesium and calcium in the 
carbonate fraction obtained through the sequential leach and calcium 
the flux of calcium from the core, (Mg/Si)bulk the ratio between 
magnesium and silicon of the initial bulk, and Si the silicon flux from 
the core soil (Renforth et al., 2015). The term [(Mg/Ca)carb×Ca] thus 
determines the amount of Mg that is sourced from dissolving 
carbonates and [(Mg/Si)bulk×Si] the amount of Mg coming from 
dissolving soil silicates.

Equation 1 was applied to mass flows of different times covering 
the entire experimental period to derive changes in the relative 
contributions of the different Mg reservoirs to the effluent solution 
(Figure 6). Propagated analytical uncertainties of the concentration 

measurements are ~6% on the mass balance. The influence of the soil 
silicates remains lower than the propagated analytical uncertainty over 
the entire experimental period. The main Mg reservoir feeding the 
effluent solution at the very beginning of the experiment is the 
carbonate fraction, while afterwards the contribution of the carbonate 
and exchangeable fraction fluctuates strongly until day 23. The 
contribution of the exchangeable fraction subsequently increases, and 
in turn the relative influence of the carbonate fraction decreases. This 
culminates on day 45, when the exchangeable fraction contributes 
~59% of the total Mg budget, while the carbonate fraction only 
contributes ~39%. Hence, at 32°C, the exchangeable fraction exerts 
higher control over Mg in the system than at lower temperatures. At 
19°C, the contribution of the exchangeable fraction varied between 
~44% at the start and ~ 32% at the end of the experiment (Pogge von 
Strandmann et al., 2021). At 4°C, at the end of the experiment, the 
exchangeable fraction contributed only ~26% to the effluent solution 
(Pogge von Strandmann et al., 2022). We therefore observe a positive 
temperature dependence of the exchangeable complex when the soil 
is amended with silicate powders. Nearing the end of the experiment, 
both values converge again. This behaviour is similar to observations 
made in natural systems, such as in Icelandic poorly-drained soils 
(used as a natural analogue of enhanced weathering, due to frequent 
fresh basalt addition via volcanism), where the influence of clays was 
higher than that of the exchangeable fraction, while in well-drained 
soils the exchangeable fraction exerted the higher control over the Mg 
behaviour (Opfergelt et al., 2014). This can however be caused by the 
columns becoming impermeable, which resulted in accumulation and 
high residence time of waters in the columns, possibly due to clay 
swelling. This might further hold important implications for the 
application of silicate mineral powders on agricultural lands at higher 
temperatures. Here, clay swelling may reduce water permeability and 
negatively impact plant growth or water drainage. Such swelling of 
clay minerals was not observed in the lower temperature experiments.

Note that the higher influence of cation exchange in comparison 
to carbonates might also be  explained if carbonate dissolution 

FIGURE 6

Time series of changes in the relative contribution of the dissolving 
carbonates, exchangeable fraction and dissolving pre-existing soil 
silicates to the effluent solution Mg flux from the control column. 
Propagated analytical uncertainties of the concentration 
measurements yield an uncertainty of ~6% on the mass balance, 
which is higher than the inferred contribution of pre-existing soil 
silicates.
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decreases – this could be the case at higher temperatures, because 
carbonate solubility diminishes with increasing temperature (Weyl, 
1959). The average daily Ca flux from the control column is higher at 
19°C (87 mg) than at 32°C (42 mg), but lower at 4°C (32 mg). However, 
it is unclear whether the Ca is in fact released, but retained within the 
core by sorption processes or secondary mineral formation, or if lower 
amounts of carbonates dissolve at higher temperatures due to a 
decrease of carbonate solubility.

Fate of the weathering products

Retention on the exchange complex at 
32°C

The soil’s cation exchange complex can, through adsorption 
and desorption processes, act both as a sink and a source of 
cations. It responds to the sudden addition of Hoagland solution, 
with which it is in disequilibrium, hence potentially liberating 
previously adsorbed cations. We  introduced the 40-day 
pre-experimental adjustment period after observation of the 19°C 
experiment (Renforth et al., 2015) to counter this issue and enable 
the cation exchange complex to habituate to the new conditions. 
In theory, if this was not adequately long and the complex did not 
habituate at a sufficient level, an influence of the cation exchange 
complex is still to be  expected. Equilibration can however 
be assumed, as Mg in solution and negatively charged surface sites 
have been observed to equilibrate rapidly on a timescale of hours 
(<4 h; Wada and Harada, 1971; Cai et al., 2022), and the average 
residence time of waters, based on the flow rate and measured 
porosity, is 3.3 days.

While in soils, Si can exist in a variety of different species 
ranging from monomers to oligomers and polymers, it is not clear 
to what proportions monosilicic and polysilicic acids, exhibiting 
differing sorption behaviours, were released from the dissolving 
olivine. Fast sorption timescales are observed for polysilicic acid 
(minutes), while monosilicic acid adsorbs considerably slower 
within weeks, as the latter exhibits a higher binding affinity than 
monosilicic acid (Dietzel, 2002; Schaller et al., 2021). As expected, 
in this experiment Si is less affected by exchange processes than 
cations and adsorbs in significantly lower amounts than divalent 
Mg2+. A maximum of 7.63 μg/g Si was measured in the olivine core’s 
soil exchangeable fraction, which compares to 132 μg/g Mg. 
Importantly, whereas the olivine-treated column’s exchangeable 
fraction contains excess Mg compared to the control, this was not 
the case for Si (Supplementary Table  5). This means that the 
additional Si released from the olivine was likely not retained 
through adsorption.

Less Mg leaves the olivine-treated than the control core after 
23 days of experimental time (Figure 3A). As mentioned above, as the 
likely dissolution of the Mg-rich forsterite should supply the core with 
additional Mg, an opposite behaviour would be expected shortly after 
3.3 days (which is the residence time of waters in the columns). Hence, 
there appears to be a mechanism that keeps magnesium within the 
olivine-treated column in such amounts that even more than the 
additional Mg released from the dissolving olivine is retained. In 
consequence, olivine-derived Mg does not reach the effluent solution. 
As the only difference between the cores is the addition of olivine, it 

can be concluded that the retention mechanism, which exerts higher 
control in the olivine-amended column, is increased by changes in soil 
chemistry induced by the dissolving forsterite. These changes might 
for example be  related to the increase in pH (Figure  2), which 
facilitates cation exchange or, although subordinate, to the formation 
of secondary clays due to incongruent weathering of the olivine, which 
would provide additional surface sites (Gillman, 1980). Accordingly, 
in the column treated with olivine, there were significantly higher 
amounts of Mg bound in exchangeable form compared to control 
(Supplementary Figure  1). We  also note that the 23 days of 
experimental time is similar to the observed 19 days (or theoretically 
calculated 14 days) it took for the 19°C experiments to become 
distinct, which was also attributed to cation exchange with the 
exchangeable complex (Pogge von Strandmann et  al., 2021). The 
additional Mg released from the dissolving olivine is hence clearly 
retained through sorption processes, but it is unclear if sorption is the 
only process at play, or how long the signal would eventually 
be retarded if the experiment would have been run longer. This will 
be further discussed below.

Figure 3C shows that the olivine core’s [Si] is higher than control 
after day 28 and on average the difference between the cores increases. 
This moment coincides with when the pH values of the olivine core 
become higher than the control. This demonstrates that (i) the added 
olivine dissolves and (ii) the retention mechanism that affects Mg 
exerts a smaller influence over Si. The differing behaviour of Mg and 
Si is further illustrated by the Si/Mg ratio of the olivine-treated 
column’s effluent waters, which increases during the experiment from 
1.27 to 5.51. The dissolution of forsterite should display a 
stoichiometric Si/Mg ratio (Wimpenny et al., 2010; as observed at 
19°C) of ~1:2. The most likely mechanism that affects Mg, rather than 
Si, is again the adsorption to negatively charged surface sites. Hence, 
the addition of olivine and concomitant changes in soil chemistry lead 
to enhanced retention of Mg known to be affected by the soil cation 
exchange complex (e.g., Tipper et al., 2021).

Exchangeable fraction leach at 19°C and 
32°C further emphasises the importance of 
cation exchange in the context of EW

The importance of the exchangeable complex at high 
temperatures becomes further apparent when comparing the results 
of the sequential leaches at 19°C and 32°C. At higher temperatures, 
significantly more Mg was displaced by sodium acetate in the 
olivine-treated columns than at lower temperatures, as indicated by 
higher ΔMgolivine-control values at 32°C than at 19°C (Figure 7A). This 
might be  a combined effect of both faster olivine dissolution at 
higher temperatures, as well as an increased cation exchange 
capacity. Moreover, since no olivine was added to the control 
columns, they are assumed to be equal; however, at higher 
temperatures, higher amounts of Mg are adsorbed to exchange sites 
as well (Figure 7B). In this context, one should also consider the 
results of the mass balance calculations (Figure 6), which indicate a 
minimal influence of dissolving soil silicates and an attenuated 
carbonate control on the effluent solution. Even though surface 
equilibria between bulk solution and negatively charged surface sites 
are achieved quickly in a timescale of hours (Wada and Harada, 
1971; Cai et al., 2022), slow diffusion, e.g., to the interlayers of clay 
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minerals can be a limiting factor (Blume et al., 2016). Here, faster 
kinetics at higher temperatures might lead to the observed increase 
of the exchangeable fraction due to faster diffusion of ions to 
interlayer exchange sites. Furthermore, clay minerals might be 
subject to structural alteration. For instance, Si-OH bonds might 
be broken up which leads to a population increase of free surficial 
functional groups, which would in turn increase the negative surface 
charge (Wada and Harada, 1971) and allow for more cation 
adsorption. Also, as more olivine dissolves at higher temperatures, 
the concomitant soil chemistry changes such as an increase in pH 
are more pronounced and could further increase cation exchange. 
An increase in cation exchange capacity was, for example, also 
observed in highly weathered soils when amended with basalt (Anda 
et al., 2015) and in soil column experiments using olivine (te Pas 
et al., 2023). The observed important effect of cation exchange is 
hence either controlled through temperature “directly” enhancing 
cation exchange or “indirectly” via rapid olivine dissolution and the 
soil changes it causes. In any case, our results show that cation 
exchange plays an important role in the context of enhanced 
weathering, especially in high temperature regimes, and potentially 
limits the applicability of cations as a quantification tool of 
sequestration rates through retention and thus signal retardation. 
This should be  considered when interpreting data from field 
experiments. However, an increased cation exchange capacity and 
concomitant enhanced retention of nutrients could improve soil 
quality and prove beneficial for plant growth, in addition to the 
direct fertilising effect by silicate-derived nutrients. A comparison 

of the exchangeable fraction between post-treatment and 
pre-treatment cores is shown in Supplementary Figure 1.

Secondary clay formation

The formation of secondary clays could represent a further sink 
of Mg (and possibly also Si) as they are oversaturated in the effluent 
solutions. Their saturation indices increase in the olivine-treated 
column due to the rising pH and additional cation input from the 
dissolving olivine (Figure 4). Previous experiments however showed 
that clay mineral formation does not play a significant role on the 
short timescales of our experiments, especially when using through-
flow experiments containing soils with pre-formed clays. At 19°C, 
therefore, the effects of uptake by clay were largely masked by 
processes related to the exchange complex and carbonate dissolution 
(Pogge von Strandmann et  al., 2021). In other soil column 
experiments, clay formation was likewise not observed (te Pas et al., 
2023). Nevertheless, clays (or at least their amorphous precursors) are 
almost certainly forming. Experiments starting with unweathered 
basalt (Pogge von Strandmann et al., 2019, 2022) show clay formation 
within a few hours, and the CarbFix experiment shows clay formation 
within a few days (Oelkers et al., 2019). Still, further analyses of, e.g., 
Mg isotopes, which fractionate during secondary clay formation, is 
needed to conclusively infer whether this took place in this particular 
high temperature experiment, but the formation of significant 
amounts of clay is not to be expected.

FIGURE 7

Elemental concentrations of the exchangeable fraction at 19°C (Renforth et al., 2015) and this experiment (32°C) extracted through sequential leaching 
(Tessier et al., 1979). The left plot (A) shows ΔMgol-ctl. The right plot (B) displays Mg concentrations of the control columns at both temperatures.
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Retention behaviours of Mg and Si vary 
depending on temperature

Figure 8 depicts ΔXolivine-control at 4°C, 19°C and 32°C (where X stands 
for the element measured from the effluent solution). Mg (Figure 8A), 
exhibits contrasting behaviours at different temperatures. The average 
propagated analytical uncertainty on ΔXolivine-control is 5.3% in the 32°C 
experiment, 7.5% at 19°C and 2.3% at 4°C. At 32°C, the olivine-derived 
Mg is likely completely retained within the core through secondary 
processes. Retardation was also observed in the 19°C experiment, where 
the olivine-treated column’s effluent Mg concentration became resolvably 
higher than control only after 17 days, i.e., olivine-derived Mg eventually 
reached the effluent solution (Pogge von Strandmann et al., 2021). In our 
high temperature experiment, retardation is considerably longer at 
>70 days and olivine-derived Mg did not observably leave the core. 
Initially, the 4°C and 19°C experiments are similar which can be attributed 
to the availability of fresh outer surfaces of the added olivine powder 
(Anbeek, 1992).

Interestingly, Ca exhibits a relatively similar pattern to Mg 
(Figure 8B), although almost no additional Ca was added through the 
amendment with olivine, which suggests that Mg and Ca respond 
similarly towards the different retention mechanisms. This agrees with 
their similar mobility observed during natural weathering (e.g., 
Gislason et al., 1996).

Silicon shows an opposite trend compared to Mg (Figure 8C). Si 
preferentially leaves the core at 32°C and ΔSiolivine-control becomes 
positive, while ΔSiolivine-control at 19°C remains close to 0. Again at 4°C, 

the very low ΔSiolivine-control values are due to the very limited dissolution 
of olivine at low temperatures, and thus no additional input of Si. The 
behaviour at 19°C, however, suggests a Si retention mechanism at 
moderate temperature conditions. This Si-consuming process could 
involve the formation of secondary amorphous Si-rich layers (Daval 
et  al., 2011, 2013; Hellmann et  al., 2012; Maher et  al., 2016). 
Reprecipitation of these cation-depleted layers was, e.g., observed in 
an EW mesocosm experiment (Amann et al., 2020). Contrary to the 
19°C experiment, the formation of such layers appears to be limited 
at 32°C, as ΔSiolivine-control shows an increasing trend, and this agrees 
with the observation of significant amounts of such amorphous silica 
forming during subglacial weathering (e.g., Hatton et al., 2019). At 
lower fluxes than in this experiment, the solutions will however likely 
be closer to equilibrium with the added mineral, and/or a passivating 
layer of secondary (clay) minerals that could form on the amendment 
mineral surface.

In summary, Mg is retained within soil cores at high temperatures 
and is eluted from soil cores at moderate temperatures, while the 
opposite behaviour is observed for Si, which preferentially leaves the 
core at high temperatures, but is retained at moderate temperatures. 
An amendment with silicates hence leads to changes in soil behaviour 
that also influence other mineral reactions. This implies that the 
behaviour of individual elements in the soil water solution should not 
be used universally to infer weathering rates of, in this case, olivine, as 
the strength of different retention mechanisms, which influence 
different elements to varying degrees, appears to change with 
temperature. When using silicate rock composed of different minerals, 

FIGURE 8

The difference in element concentrations of the effluent solutions between the olivine-treated column and the control column for major elements 
(A) ΔMg, (B) ΔCa, (C) ΔSi and heavy metals (D) ΔCr, (E) ΔNi and (F) ΔCu at three different temperatures 4°C (Pogge von Strandmann et al., 2022), 19°C 
(Renforth et al., 2015) and this experiment (32°C).
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the usability of a chemical cation weathering rate (CCWR) and 
especially a chemical silicate rock weathering rate (CSRWR; Hartmann 
and Moosdorf, 2011), incorporating major cations and silicon 
concentrations, would also be  limited. The contrasting behaviour 
should be  considered when interpreting field data from different 
temperature regimes.

Trace element behaviour at low, moderate 
and high temperatures

Positive ΔNiolivine-control, ΔCrolivine-control and ΔCuolivine-control values at 
32°C can again be interpreted as the release of weathering products 
following the dissolution of olivine (Figures 8D–F). The propagated 
analytical error is 7.53% for ΔNiolivine-control, 6.14% for ΔCrolivine-control 
and 2.26% for ΔCuolivine-control. Strong fluctuations can be observed in 
the beginning, while later on, higher amounts of Ni and Cu leave the 
olivine-treated column. The reason for strong fluctuations and the 
strong negative excursion of Cr in the middle part of the 32°C 
experiment is unclear. It might be  related to the system rapidly 
entering disequilibrium conditions due to the amendment of olivine. 
In general, the accumulation of metals in soils will be  faster in 
tropical climates as a result of faster weathering at higher 
temperatures. As observed at 19°C, the retention of heavy metals 
appears to be high, and notably higher than in the 4°C experiment. 
Despite the effluent ΔNiolivine-control, ΔCrolivine-control and ΔCuolivine-control 
values being higher than at 4°C, the amount of heavy metals exiting 
the columns is less than anticipated, considering the accelerated 
weathering at elevated temperatures. Similarly, Raveh-Rubin et al. 
(2015) show evidence of fast Ni retention at higher temperatures with 
Ni becoming immobile for an extended period of time and laterites 
were shown to exhibit high Ni contents with serpentinite zones 
having up to >2% nickel (Lewis et al., 2006). This could be partly 
related to the increased availability of secondary clay minerals in the 
higher temperature columns, as well as to the mechanisms as 
discussed above for Mg. Furthermore, adsorption of heavy metals 
was found to be  higher in the presence of Cr, released in our 
experiment from dissolving olivine, compared to the adsorption of 
the sole individual non-competing metal (Campillo-Cora et  al., 
2020). Heavy metals, including their toxicity, will be  further 
discussed below.

Olivine dissolution rates

Mg-derived and Si-derived weathering 
rates

The olivine dissolution rate (Wr) was calculated using a surface 
area normalised approach (Equation 2). It is important to note that for 
reasons described above, the values (being net values) are to some 
degree surrounded by uncertainty as the influence of the respective 
element-retaining mechanism is ambiguous. It is assumed that olivine 
amendment is the only variable that causes a difference between the 
olivine-treated column and control column (Renforth et al., 2015; 
Pogge von Strandmann et al., 2021, 2022). Although in the original 
studies at 4°C and 19°C, Mg concentrations of the column’s effluent 
solutions could be used to quantify olivine dissolution, Mg is retained 

within the olivine-treated column in this experiment. It is hence not 
possible to determine the weathering rate based on Mg, as ΔMgolivine-

control becomes negative. We therefore utilise Si, which appears to be less 
affected by retention. We furthermore apply this equation to the 19°C 
data (Renforth et al., 2015) and 4°C data (Pogge von Strandmann 
et al., 2022) to compare the Si-derived rates to those based on Mg 
(Figure 9). The equation thus reads:

 
W Q Si

SSA mr
solution olivine control

olivine
=

×
×
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(2)

where Wr denotes the surface area normalised dissolution rate 
(mol(Si) cm−2 s−1), Qsolution the solution flux in g s−1, ∆Siolivine control−  
the difference between molar concentrations of Si in the effluent 
solutions of the olivine-treated and control core in mol g- 1, SSA the 
BET surface area of the olivine (cm2 g−1, 3.04 × 104) as determined by 
Renforth et al. (2015) and molivine the mass of the added olivine [g].

At 4°C, incipient weathering and a subsequent rapid reduction of 
Wr can be conclusively inferred using the Mg-derived rate (Figure 9). 
Contrastingly, such initially fast weathering at 4°C is not seen in the 
Si-based values, which are in a similar range throughout the 
experiment (10–16.47 mol(Si) cm−2  s−1 at the beginning and 10–16.64 
mol(Si) cm−2 s−1 at the end). The Mg-derived weathering rate of the 
19°C experiment starts at 10–16.10 mol(Mg) cm−2 s−1 and then increases 
slightly, before stabilising at 10–15.80 mol(Mg) cm−2 s−1 after ∼50 days. 
The Si-based 19°C Wr is significantly lower than the Mg-derived Wr 
(max. 10–16.21 mol(Si) cm−2  s−1 and min. 10–18.41 mol(Si) cm−2  s−1), 
which is similar to 4°C, where weathering was found to be highly 
limited due to the low temperatures (Figure 9). This is most likely 
related to the above-described retention of Si which we observe at 
19°C and emphasises that in our experiments, Si fluxes cannot be used 
to calculate Wr at moderate temperatures. In contrast, the Si-based Wr 
at 32°C shows a clear increasing trend after ΔSiolivine-control becomes 
positive from day 28 onwards (10–16.76 mol(Si) cm−2 s−1 at the start and 
10–15.38 mol(Si) cm−2 s−1 at the end of the experiment). It is unclear 
whether a longer experimental duration would lead to a continuous 
increase or whether the rate would level off at a certain point as 
observed at 19°C when using Mg to infer Wr. Hence, the weathering 
rate determined in this experiment should be  considered a 
conservative estimate, with the true values possibly higher.

The temperature dependence of olivine 
dissolution rates under natural and 
laboratory conditions

Figure 10 shows the average surface area normalised weathering 
rates (Wr) at 4°C, 19°C and 32°C based on Mg and Si as closed circles, 
vertical box dimensions show the interquartile range, whiskers the 
propagated analytical error on the daily element flux (Equation 3), 
while the horizontal line within the boxes indicates the median. The 
average Wr at 4°C is 10–16.70 mol(Si) cm−2  s−1, at 19°C Wr = 10–16.71 
mol(Si) cm−2  s−1 and at 32°C Wr = 10–15.83 mol(Si) cm−2  s−1. The 
anticipated weathering rate, based on the Mg-derived dissolution rates 
of the lower temperature experiments represented by the open square 
is considerably higher compared to its Si-based counterpart (average 
Wr = 10–15.09 mol(Mg) cm−2 s−1). For this, we assume similar behaviour 
as in Oelkers et al. (2018).
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The propagated analytical uncertainty (σ2
P) on the daily effluent 

element flux (μg/day) is calculated according to Equation 3:
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where t is the time at the ith data point and Ã analytical uncertainty.
Furthermore, a theoretical T-dependent dissolution rate, based on 

disequilibrium laboratory experiments (Oelkers et al., 2018), Wr_lab is 
calculated using Equation 4 and indicated by the black line.

 W Aa er lab H
n

E
RT

a

_ = +

−
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Here, R is the gas constant (8.3145 kJ mol−1  K−1), Ea is the 
activation energy (52.9 ± 6.9 kJ mol−1  K−1), A is a pre-exponential 
factor of 0.0854, n the reaction with respect to H+ = 0.46, T the 
temperature in K and a the activity (Pokrovsky and Schott, 2000; 
Hänchen et al., 2006).

First, as expected, the weathering rate increases with temperature. 
Second, Mg-derived dissolution rates are higher than Si-derived values. 
However, at 4°C, the difference is only marginal, as at low temperatures, 
weathering was found to be very limited and differences are hence not 
as high compared to higher temperatures and concomitant higher 
weathering rates. The disparity between (expected) Mg-derived and 
Si-derived Wr is highest at elevated temperatures (Figure 10), marking 
a distinct difference between the (expected) Mg-derived dissolution 
rate and the observed Si-derived at 32°C.

As anticipated, weathering rates derived in this experiment are an 
order of magnitude lower than idealised rates. This can most likely 

be  attributed to (i) a higher fluid/mineral ratio in conventional 
laboratory studies enabling effective solute transport from the mineral 
surface and (ii) far-from-equilibrium conditions in laboratory 
experiments. Contrastingly, in this experiment, the contact between 
mineral and fluid might be limited in the soil and conditions are much 
closer to equilibrium than in laboratory experiments. The difference 
between both Mg-derived and Si-derived rates and laboratory-derived 
rates clearly emphasises that laboratory-derived rates should not 
be  used to quantify olivine dissolution in EW-measures. While it 
generally is easier to carry out measurements of (single) cations in 
field settings compared to, e.g., analysing anticipated small changes in 
alkalinity, the difference between Si-derived and Mg-derived Wr hence 
further indicates that cations alone should ideally not be used for 
quantification of EW measures in field conditions.

Enhanced weathering as a negative 
emission technology

Shrinking core model

Some of the biggest uncertainties surrounding enhanced 
weathering approaches are the energy requirements for material 
comminution needed to achieve sufficient weatherable surface areas 
for the desired CO2 sequestration rates. Hence, it is important to 
estimate the extent of dissolution (X) as function of time (t) for 
particles of different initial diameters (D0; m) for different 
dissolution rates (Wr; mol(olivine) m−2 s−1) using a shrinking core 
model (Equation 5). Vm is the molar volume of the material 
(m3 mol−1) and t the dissolution time (s; Hangx and Spiers, 2009; 
Renforth et al., 2015; Pogge von Strandmann et al., 2022). From 
this, dissolution timescales of particles with differing average 

FIGURE 9

Surface area normalised weathering rates based on (positive) differences between the olivine-treated and control columns’ Mg and Si effluent contents 
at 4°C (Pogge von Strandmann et al., 2022), 19°C (Renforth et al., 2015) and 32°C (this experiment).
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diameters can be  derived. The results for six different average 
weathering rates at 4°C, 19°C and 32°C as shown in Figure 10, 
based on Mg and Si, respectively, are depicted in Figure 11 (note 
that the Mg-derived rate at 32°C is based on a calculated rate, rather 
than a measured one).
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0
3
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As grinding does not result in a single particle size, the equation 
is integrated over a normalised gamma particle size distribution 
(Equation 6), as previously used in shrinking core models (Gbor and 
Jia, 2004; Renforth et al., 2015; Pogge von Strandmann et al., 2022). 
Here, α and β are empirically derived coefficients which describe the 
variability of particle size.
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The weathering rates obtained here are likely lower than in reality, 
due to the nature of the calculation based on weathering-derived 
cations rather than direct measurements of alkalinity. Further, as 

mentioned above, this experiment does not take into account 
biochemical processes and reactions that occur in a real field setup, 
which may have profound effect on dissolution speed. Nonetheless, 
given that a standardised method for quantifying weathering rate in 
the context of EW has yet to be developed, these findings offer an 
approximate understanding of the time frames within which the 
weathering reactions occur. Lower rates have been found in a 
mesocosm experiment that aimed to simulate further naturally 
occurring processes (Amann et al., 2020).

Based on Si a grain size of 125 μm at 32°C takes ~4,000 years for 
80% of particles to dissolve and ~ 1.7 years until 20% are dissolved. On 
the other hand, for smaller-sized particles averaging around 10 μm 
(the grain size used by the modelling study of Taylor et al., 2016), it 
takes ~32 years for 80% dissolution and less than a year until 20% are 
dissolved. 80% of 1 μm particles dissolve in ~10 years and 20% in 
~0.7 years.

Dissolution times expected for Mg are notably shorter when 
compared to those based on Si. For a particle size of 125 μm, 80% 
dissolve after 740 years, while 20% are dissolved after 0.3 years For 
10 μm, 20% dissolution is achieved after only ~0.2 years, while 80% 
are dissolved after around 6 years 80% of 1 μm particles dissolve in 
~1.8 years and 20% very quickly in ~0.2 years. These findings 
indicate that initial weathering is very rapid but it takes considerable 
time until full dissolution is achieved.

FIGURE 10

Box-whisker plots of weathering rates at 4°C (Pogge von Strandmann et al., 2022), 19°C (Renforth et al., 2015) and 32°C (this experiment). Mean Wr 
values are shown as closed circles, vertical box dimensions show the interquartile range, whiskers the propagated analytical error on the daily element 
flux (Equation 4), while the horizontal line within the boxes indicates the median. Outliers are defined as any values over 1.5 times below the first 
quartile or above the third quartile. The idealised temperature-dependent dissolution of forsterite is shown as a black line. As it was not possible to 
calculate the Mg-based weathering rate at 32°C due to the retention of Mg in the core, an expected value based on the dissolution behaviour of olivine 
in Oelkers et al. (2018) is displayed as an open square.
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In general, dissolution times are higher at lower temperatures, and 
again, dissolution time estimations based on Mg shorter than those based 
on Si, due to dissolution rates increasing with temperature (Figure 10) and 
retention of Si at moderate temperatures due to secondary processes. 
Taylor et al. (2016) modelled an annual amendment of tropical soils with 
weatherable material having a uniform grain size of 10 μm. Mg-derived 
weathering rates can be regarded the maximum values in our experiment. 
As our dissolution times at 32°C, which is higher than the mean annual 
temperature of tropical soils of ~22°C (Lembrechts et al., 2022), exceed 
1 year, annual amendments may thus possibly not be feasible as they 
would result in accumulation of unweathered material based on our data. 
Comminution to even smaller average grain sizes than 1 μm might 
be needed, which would currently result in additional emissions from 
electricity supply (Renforth, 2012), but likely reduced as the power 
grid decarbonises.

CO2 sequestration potential

The primary aim of this experiment is to explore the fate of cations 
within the soil, which control CO2 removal and charge-balance 
alkalinity. In principle, they are also easier to measure in the field 
compared to the anticipated small changes in alkalinity. However, 
inferring CO2 sequestration indirectly from weathering-derived 
cations requires several assumptions, and as we show here, can also 
be strongly affected by the soil’s cation exchange capacity. Nonetheless, 
in the following we calculate the sequestration potential of olivine 
added to agricultural lands based on the weathering rates derived in 

this experiment. Pogge von Strandmann et al. (2022) calculated the 
possible maximum carbon dioxide capture potential of the olivine 
used in this experiment (EWp) utilising the modified Steinour 
equation and olivine elemental concentrations assessed via XRF at 
EWp = 0.79 tCO2/t. Using Equation 3 from Renforth et al. (2015), 
which converts net olivine dissolution rates into expected spatial area 
normalised dissolution rates, and applying EWp, the average Si-based 
Wr at 4°C of 10–16.70 mol(Si) cm−2 s−1, 10–16.71 mol(Si) cm−2 s−1 at 19°C 
and 10–15.83 mol(Si) cm−2 s−1 at 32°C equate to carbon dioxide capture 
potentials of ~15 t CO2 km-2 year-1 at 4°C and 19°C, and ~115 t CO2 
km2 year-1 at 32°C, respectively. The max. observed Wr of 10-15.24 
mol(Si) cm−2 s−1 in this experiment corresponds to ~450 t CO2 km-2 
year-1. These calculations assume an amendment rate of 12.7 kg m-2. 
Note that these calculations do not take into account changes in 
olivine surface area and that the experimental periods of the lower 
temperature experiments were longer. Further, the alkalinity-
enhancement carbon drawdown pathway (Buckingham et al., 2022; 
West et al., 2023) and the biotic pathway of EW (Goll et al., 2021) are 
not covered in this experiment as biota (plants, fungi, microbes and 
macro-vertebrates such as earth worms) can strongly affect weathering 
rates and physicochemical soil processes (Versteegh et  al., 2014; 
Verbruggen et al., 2021; Vicca et al., 2022; Vienne et al., 2023). As 
mentioned above, the sequestration potential inferred in this study 
should hence be regarded a conservative estimate, which might also 
be indicated by ambient condition carbon dioxide sequestration rates 
of dunite and ultramafic lithologies, respectively, being higher than the 
high temperature consumption rates obtained in this experiment 
(Schopka et al., 2011; Amann et al., 2022).

FIGURE 11

Modelled degree of dissolution for a range of olivine grain sizes based on a shrinking core model (see text for details). The horizontal dashed lines 
represent a dissolved fraction of 80% (as the last 20% require a considerable amount of time to eventually dissolve).
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Heavy metal toxicity

In the context of enhanced weathering, the release of 
potentially toxic metals is possible and represents one of the most 
important potential limiting factors of this method. Several 
authors have pointed out that the build-up of such elements 
might pose inadvertent environmental risks (Renforth, 2012; 
Hartmann et al., 2013; Renforth et al., 2015; Haque et al., 2020; 
Flipkens et al., 2021; Pogge von Strandmann et al., 2022). Such 
risks might limit the feasibility of enhanced weathering (EW) as 
a negative emissions technology. Assessing these risks, especially 
at high temperatures that lead to rapid weathering, is therefore of 
great importance. We use the European Union’s human drinking 
water standard (98/83/EC) and thresholds set in the Finnish 
legislation. These Finnish threshold values serve as a reliable 
estimate of the average values found in different European 
national systems (Carlon, 2007) and have been adopted on an 
international scale for agricultural soils (Voet et al., 2013). As 
above, we  assume an amendment of 12.7 kg/m2 olivine as in 
Renforth et al. (2015) and Pogge von Strandmann et al. (2022) 
and constant dissolution rates for retention efficiency, soil 
accumulation and drinking water contamination calculations.

The European Union’s human drinking water standard is 50 ng/
mL Cr. The maximum value of the solution leaving the olivine-
treated column would be 1.73 ng/mL and hence, ~30 times lower 
than threshold. Using a Si/Cr ratio of 2035, measured on our 
amendment olivine (Renforth et al., 2015), it can be assessed that 
over the course of the experiment, ~55 μg Cr were released from the 
added olivine, while the difference between the olivine-treated 
column and control column is ~0.34 μg. Hence, >99% of the released 
Cr was retained within the core. This is clearly higher than the 
retention efficiency of ~26% at 19°C and ~ 34% at 4°C. The Finnish 
Ministry of Environment gives a limit of 200 mg/kg Cr for soils. 
Taking into account a background concentration of 50 mg/kg (Ertani 
et al., 2017) and assuming complete retention of the released Cr, it 
would take ~6,800 years to reach this threshold. Background 
concentrations of Cr in agricultural soils are however highly variable 
and have been observed to reach above-limit values of up to 350 mg/
kg (Ertani et al., 2017). Given our earlier experiments’ retention of 
Cr, it would take over 1.5 million years at 4°C and ~ 33,000  years at 
19°C of this level of enhanced weathering to breach these limits.

Similarly, a Si/Ni ratio of ~72 can be used to infer a total ~ 1,573 μg 
Ni released from the olivine during the experimental period, which 
compares to a ~14 μg difference between both cores and likewise gives 
a retention efficiency of >99%, similar to those at 19°C and 4°C, which 
are ~99% and ~ 90%, respectively. European drinking water standards 
in case of Ni are 20 ng/mL. The maximum value in the effluent waters 
is ~11 ng/mL and hence lower than the guideline. In mesocosm 
(Amann et al., 2020) and soil column (te Pas et al., 2023) enhanced 
weathering experiments, Ni was found to exceed the limits of drinking 
water quality. In this experiment, the Ni concentration in the effluent 
solution reaches a level where the threshold could potentially be met 
or exceeded, for example when the soil is amended with greater 
amounts of olivine, olivine-rich rocks with higher Ni contents or when 
repeated annual amendment is carried out. Regarding accumulation 
in the soil, the Finnish guideline is 100 mg/kg Ni. Assuming an average 
European background concentration of Ni of 37 mg/kg (Agyeman 
et al., 2022), it would take ~100 years to exceed the threshold if all Ni 

associated with the olivine dissolution were retained. Realistically, 
however, parts of the released heavy metals would be exported from 
the amendment area in dissolved form. At 4°C, it would take 
~10,000 years to reach the threshold, and ~ 126 years at 19°C.

An olivine Si/Cu ratio of ~176 is used to calculate a total ~ 640 μg 
Cu that is released during the dissolution of the added olivine. 81% of 
Cu is retained within the core. The drinking water threshold of 
2000 μg/L is far from being exceeded at a maximum of 18 μg/L in the 
effluent solution. Assuming an average Cu background concentration 
of 17 mg/kg in Europe (Ballabio et al., 2018), it would hence require 
~522 years until the lower soil limit of 150 mg/kg was reached in the 
extreme case that all olivine-derived Cu was retained.

To sum up, although heavy metal accumulation is faster in the 
high temperature 32°C experiment than at 19°C and 4°C, the 
amendment of agricultural soils with olivine appears to be rather safe 
with the exception of Ni in drinking water, which exhibits alarmingly 
high values in the solution exiting the olivine-treated core.

Conclusion and outlook

This study identifies the influence of complex temperature-
dependent soil processes, which contrastingly affect Mg and Si. 
Measurements of single elements, although easier to carry out in field 
settings than direct measurements of alkalinity (where changes due to 
EW are also difficult or impossible to detect) and therefore theoretically 
of interest for commercial applications, should thus not be used to 
derive sequestration rates in the context of EW. At moderate 
temperatures, Mg preferentially leaves the core while Si is retained. The 
opposite is observed at high temperatures, where Si leaves the core and 
Mg is retained. This implies different retention mechanisms which 
affect Mg and Si to different extents and are dependent on temperature. 
Si-retention at moderate temperatures might be  caused by the 
formation of secondary clays or Si-rich amorphous layers, while cation 
exchange is identified as at least one of the Mg-retention mechanisms 
in the high temperature experiment. The addition of olivine enhances 
the cation exchange capacity of olivine-amended soil, and this effect 
appears to increase with temperature. At 32°C, this retaining effect is 
strong enough to prevent Mg from the dissolving olivine from reaching 
the effluent waters throughout the 79-day experiment. This retention 
period is considerably longer than the breakthrough time at 19°C of 
17 days and can be considered a minimum retention time. We thus 
show that cation exchange plays an important role on the timescales at 
which enhanced weathering operates. Cation exchange and 
concomitant signal retardation should therefore also be considered in 
the interpretation of enhanced weathering field trials, especially in high 
temperature regions, which would include the majority of global 
“weathering hotspots” best suited for enhanced weathering.

While the strong influence of exchange processes is remarkable, 
and high amounts of Mg are retained adsorbed to negatively charged 
surfaces, it is unclear to which extent further Mg was incorporated 
into secondary silicates, carbonates, and oxides or specifically 
adsorbed as inner-sphere complexes, which would render Mg 
non-exchangeable. Here, the utilisation of stable “non-traditional” 
isotope measurements might provide further insights into the fate of 
weathering-derived cations.

As anticipated, the dissolution rate of olivine increases with 
increasing temperature and ideal laboratory inferred dissolution rates 
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are significantly higher than those observed here in soils. This can 
be attributed to near-equilibrium conditions, lower material/solution 
ratios, mineral encapsulation, cation retention due to adsorption, 
higher pH or stabilisation of soil organic matter in this experiment. As 
seen in other studies, simple laboratory weathering rates are not suited 
to quantify enhanced weathering rates in natural conditions, however, 
could be used to understand important reactions through soil and into 
drainage waters. Furthermore, surface area normalised Si-derived 
dissolution rates are lower than those based on Mg, and both should 
be regarded as conservative estimates.

A shrinking core model indicates that even at highly elevated 
temperatures (32°C), the dissolution time of olivine in soils with an 
average grain size of 1 μm exceeds 1 year, and the comminution to 
sufficiently small grain sizes <1 μm would entail considerable energy 
requirements. The dissolution of 10 μm particles in <10 years suggests 
that enhanced weathering has clear potential as a negative emissions 
strategy, but is unlikely to be able to be used with the frequency that 
some model calculations imply.

Accumulating heavy metals do not exceed Finnish soil (acting as an 
approximate value of European national guidelines) and EU drinking 
water thresholds. However, Ni concentrations in the effluent solution are 
elevated and if an olivine with higher Ni contents were used, drinking 
water guidelines might be exceeded and could potentially pose a risk to 
human health in (sub-)tropical regions in which enhanced weathering 
will effectively be carried out. Dangerously high accumulation of Cr, Ni 
or Cu in the soil is, however, unlikely.
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